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Can you think of a time when the path to your ultimate destination took a bit of a detour?

The highlight for our family this summer was our trip to Colorado (see picture below). First stop Snowmass where we had a fantastic time with 15 other families that I met at Harvard Business School. We reconnected with long term friends and have enjoyed seeing our kids make long distance friendships. We enjoy these mountain summer vacations. Something about looking at the mountains and the gentle sounds of a nearby creek wash the worries away.

After a wonderful weekend in Snowmass, our family headed to Crested Butte. While only 15 miles from Snowmass as the crow flies, the paths are long and winding (expected travel time: 3 to 4 hours) to this secluded destination. We chose the shorter route heading northwest, then south, then east. The route formed the shape of the letter “C” from top to bottom.

With about one hour left in our drive, we came to a muddy, gravel road on Kebler pass. A sign off to the side suggested a closed road. Ever the optimists, we carried on as the road appeared open. We felt more confident as we saw cars coming in the opposite direction. Only 15 minutes from our destination, we hit another road closed sign – this one accompanied by immovable concrete barriers that would not allow us to continue. We never considered that some roads may not have reopened from the harsh winter weather by late June.

We retraced part of our route, having found a detour further south only to learn that snowmelt had caused a sinkhole on route 133. We then committed to our only option – backtracking all the way to Snowmass/Aspen and taking the other route through Independence Pass. This route came with declining sunlight, navigating the side of a mountain without guardrails, and our youngest child getting car sick. We felt defeated – this drive felt like it would never end.

9 hours after our original departure we finally arrived in Crested Butte. As one of the long-term Crested Butte residents later told us, “No one gets to Crested Butte by accident.” Of course, once we got settled in this gem of a town, we had the time of our lives. The beautiful scenery seemed as if we were on the football field of a stadium surrounded by mountains. The most abundant, beautiful wildflowers I’d seen in my life were described by one of the locals as “we’re only 10% into wildflower season here…wait ‘til they start popping.”

Like life and value investing, the road to Crested Butte did not go exactly as planned. We had to make decisions with imperfect information as the trustworthy navigation apps like Waze and Google Maps did not account for the road closures. We could have dug for more information as we later discovered that the local Colorado radio stations oft en have the best information. Not all roads lead to a fabulous investment opportunity, and there is always uncertainty. Dealing with the unknowns and plodding forward are part of the process. Sometimes unexpected positives come from keeping one’s eyes and ears
open such as seeing a moose on our detour and spending more time together as a family. Our patience ultimately was rewarded with a fabulous vacation.

After writing about patience last quarter and describing our journey to Crested Butte, I wanted to provide an update on some of our largest investments. Subsequent to investing in these companies, Right Tail has continued to research them while the businesses have gone about their operations and created value for us. As a reminder, Right Tail’s goal is to generate excellent, after-tax returns over multiple year time periods through owning a concentrated portfolio of high-quality businesses.

I often get asked for Right Tail’s new favorite ideas. Sometimes, I find the question a little confusing because I expect to hold high quality businesses for long periods of time rather than trading in and out of positions. Moreover, the question inspires me because it shows that many are more wired for shorter term thinking. It gives further confidence that a longer time horizon is both a differentiator and challenging to implement – two factors that will continue to help us as we pursue excellent investment returns. Like our odyssey to Crested Butte, one doesn’t achieve a long-term, patient investing mindset by accident. It takes discipline, persistence, and consistent reminders of what we’re playing for both for our portfolio and at the individual stock level.

Also, excellent research on new companies is a more important indicator than new investments. And on this factor, I have good news to report. Right Tail has done great work on a handful of industries and several additional companies. I’m now more knowledgeable about these industries which may lead to new investment opportunities in the near future.

**Portfolio Insight: Ferguson**

Ferguson is a leading US-focused distributor ($33B mkt cap) of plumbing and HVAC supplies that is split between non-residential (48%) and residential (52%) as well as repair/remodel (60%) and new construction (40%). Like other high-quality distributors, Ferguson benefits from a prime spot in its value chain. It has many suppliers (over 30,000), customers (~1 million), and small competitors. By providing great service and parts availability, Ferguson guides its customers to the parts they want in a timely fashion.

I think last year the market was worried that Ferguson had over-earned due to rising prices and excess demand during covid. Furthermore, the company had removed its primary listing in the United Kingdom that caused some force selling among European index holders. Right Tail had the key insight that Ferguson should be able to hold onto most of its pricing and margins. I wrote this in our Q2 2022 letter:

> After a few years of strong fundamentals, investors are questioning Ferguson’s near-term fundamentals partially due to increases in interest rates and the impact that may have on construction. I do not know what will happen to business fundamentals though I recognize that this business has historically done a good job of holding onto price after prices have risen. The
60% of revenues that comes from repair/remodel should provide some protection against any potential cyclical headwinds in new housing starts and commercial construction.

With pricing likely not being the number one concern for contractors and commodity products only accounting for 15% of Ferguson’s business, I thought the company’s fundamentals would hang in better than others feared. While it’s a short period of time to assess performance, Ferguson’s stock price has appreciated ~40% since we discussed it in our Q2 2022 investor letter. I would guess that Ferguson’s earnings have held up better than investors feared at many points last year.

Whenever I find myself tempted to think too short term, I envision where this company might be in the next five or ten years. This is a subjective exercise based on careful research though the future is uncertain. That said, I believe one can assess the odds of the changes in a company’s relevance in a given industry. Ferguson scores quite well on this litmus test. I think they’ll continue to gain share in plumbing and HVAC distribution from smaller regional players. I continue to think this investment can compound at a mid-teens rate over the coming years hopefully driven by low to mid-teens growth in earnings per share mixed in with a bit of multiple expansion. Getting added to the S&P 500 index would be a nice sweetener as well.

**Portfolio Insight: Constellation Software**

Constellation Software buys and builds niche software businesses which provide mission-critical solutions. Current President Mark Leonard has produced a track record of incredible growth and returns on capital and today has an enterprise value of ~$46B.

Constellation has proven itself well over the last almost 30 years. As I wrote in last year’s letter, “Building a business from scratch to $34B over 27 years is an eye-popping result.” By retaining most of its customers each year and being incredibly disciplined on the prices it pays for M&A, Constellation has generated fantastic returns on capital. The company has also treated its shareholders fairly, not issuing any shares since its mid-2000s IPO.

The key question continues to be how much capital the company can deploy and at what rates of return. I’ve been impressed by the ~$2B of capital the company has invested over the last year – this is one of the rare times the company has found good enough deals to outspend their current free cash flow. While the future returns from these deals are hard to know, the situation surrounding this capital deployment seems ripe for significant value creation. Constellation has continued to do dozens of small deals where they’ve had tremendous success and there’s typically less competition for the assets. Interestingly, Constellation has recently closed on two larger corporate carveouts related to the ICE/Black Knight acquisition. These assets Optimal Blue and Empower were originally highlighted by ICE as 2 of Black Knight’s 4 Key Offerings. ICE was likely required to divest some assets by the FTC to close the Black Knight acquisition. Constellation’s balance sheet and willingness to act quickly was helpful in closing the
deals. And they appear to be getting a fantastic deal - Black Knight appeared to pay ~30x EV/EBITDA for Optimal Blue while Constellation is paying <7x EV/EBITDA!

As the business grows, the 25% CAGR in FCF/share over the last decade will likely decelerate. Interestingly, the total return of our Constellation Software investment has been ~50% since we discussed it in our Q3 2022 letter. At recent prices, I continue to believe Constellation Software can generate north of a 15% IRR for several years (vs ~30% IRR over the past decade). And we won’t be upset if management continues to surprise us with better-than-expected capital deployment opportunities.

Best wishes for continued happiness and success as our investment journey continues,

Jeremy Kokemor
Right Tail Capital
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